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Today’s event

• Thank you to your LI for hosting
• Questions welcome!
• Please complete the feedback survey
• You will get the slides

brankobjelobaba

brankoinsurance

By the end of this event you will have gained an 
insight into:

• What is Consumer Duty and core components of this

• Key GI issues
– Premium Finance and Product Governance

– Multi-occupancy insurances

Learning outcomes…
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Bear in mind…

• Today is not formal ‘advice’
• It is an overview in my own words of the key 

issues
• Consumer Duty and Product Governance are 

closely linked
• Please take up whatever professional help you 

need to ensure your business remains compliant

Today

1. Consumer Duty
2. Premium Finance
3. Product Governance
4. Multi-occupancy
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1. Consumer Duty

Initial thoughts then?
• CD sets higher and clearer standards of consumer 

protection and requires firms to put their customers' 
needs first

• It is a new concept and an extension to existing 
regulation

• Individual staff members have a personal role
• Standards just evidence good practice and most of it 

we do already (hopefully!)
• Duty applies whether or not there is a direct 

relationship with the customer
• 600 firms have had a progress survey
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91 pages PS
121 pages guidance

+
68 pages of
new rules

(The word “value” is mentioned 368 times)

The duty introduces a new 
Principle, which requires firms 
“to act to deliver good 
outcomes for retail 
customers” when it comes to 
products, services, price, 
value, consumer 
understanding and support

One sentence…
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• Customers are being sold products 
that they don’t need, that cost too 
much and they experience poor 
service

• Still negative perception of the sector 
with customer feedback being far from 
receptive

• Despite TCF and the customers best 
interests rule (acting honestly, fairly 
and professionally) the expected 
change in culture has not happened

• Government hardly impressed

FCA think…

1. Has it been designed well?
2. Do consumers understand it?
3. Is it priced correctly
4. Does it provide fair value?

I. Product itself
II. Services provided by the broker and 

anyone else?
5. Does it work?
6. How are consumers supported?
7. Are you behaving the best way 

possible?

What has to be done then?
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New Principle 12

• A firm must act to deliver good outcomes

• what the customer wanted from the product
• ensure they have a “no regrets” purchase

CD does not extend to reinsurance, large risks
and group insurances
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Cross-cutting rules
1. firm must act in good faith

• Being honest, fair and open

2. firm must avoid foreseeable harm
• Consider the product design, terms, marketing and communications to 

identify possible causes of harm
• Take action to reduce (or highlight) the potential harm that might occur 

over the lifetime of the product, including new harms that are identified 
post-sale

3. firm must enable and support customers to pursue 
their financial objectives
• Enabling customers to make good decisions by considering their 

immediate and longer-term objectives
• Providing clear information for the customer to aid their decision-making
• Recognise behavioural bias and likely level of understanding
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The Four Outcomes
(evidence of delivery will be needed)

1. Governance of Products and Services

2. Price and Value

3. Consumer Understanding

4. Consumer Support

1. Products and Services - provide a product that meets the needs
of the identified target market, both new sales and existing 
customers.  Distribute the product via appropriate channels, fo r 
example, considering if it can be sold with or with out advice

2. Price and Value - ensure customers get fair value from products 
and services and undertake regular value assessments with 
sharing of information between manufacturer (typically the insurer) 
and distributor(s).  To incl premium finance/fees/charges/add ons.  
Are benefits commensurate with the costs?

3. Consumer Understanding - providing the right information at the 
right time, so that it can be understood and enable decisions that
support good outcomes.  Test whether the communications drive 
the right actions.  (Bear in mind the Supreme Court’s criticism over 
the covid claims debacle and wordings…)

4. Consumer Support - products can be used as expected, benefits 
are being realised and they do not face unreasonable barriers 
e.g. claim, make changes, cancel or switch (incl the method of 
engaging)
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• Regular product reviews and fair value 
assessments will apply to all products 
(open and closed)

• Pricing Practices introduced an annual 
review (for GI this is on a forward-looking 
basis only)

• From 31 July 2023 (closed products 12m 
later) you will need evidence that the 
product was expected to deliver a good 
outcome and that foreseeable harm was 
anticipated and addressed

• Monitor performance against original 
expectations and advise customers as to 
what they need to do (if relevant)

What does this mean?

So where should you be?

• What does your implementation plan look like?
• Gap analysis looking at:-

– Senior management awareness/commitment
– Culture and reward
– The new Principle
– The three cross cutting rules
– The four outcomes
– Third parties incl ARs

• Think of the MI you will collate
• Board level updates
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Examples of MI

• Outcomes of product reviews/manufacturer value 
assessments to incl PF and fees (this is key)

• Readability of policy documentation
• Complaints data - why, how addressed, redress 

paid, what can improve post complaint, etc
• Claims data - volumes, frequency, quantum, 

declinatures, loss ratios, interaction with service 
partners, time taken, etc

• Cancellations/lapses/re-broking - reasons
• Customer feedback/scores/surveys/social media
• Vulnerable customer data/monitoring of sales
• Ensuring TC is up to date
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And for individual members 
of staff - new Conduct Rule 6

You must act to deliver good outcomes for 
retail customers - this means dealing with 
customers honestly, fairly, openly and 
consistently meeting the customer’s 
reasonable expectations

(As a firm consider what training is needed to ensure staff 
have the necessary skills, tools and confidence to act in the 
best interests of the customer)

2. Premium 
Finance
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Premium Finance (retail)
• Cost of finance at renewal should be no higher 

than if at NB but cost can vary between 
customers due to credit risk

• Explain cost with/without PF and state PF cost
• Statement more expensive to use PF
• Duration of policy and PF if different
• Customer to make an active election
• PF you provide and the remuneration you receive 

must not conflict with the customer’s best 
interests rule to act honestly, fairly and 
professionally

• Regular review of arrangements
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To consider

• Is the PF consistent with your obligations across 
the FCA Handbook and the customer’s best 
interests rule?

• Specifically PRIN 1, 6 and 8 - integrity, TCF and 
management of conflicts of interest

• This incls APR uplift, remuneration or 
inducements offered or accepted from providers 
(cash, commission, goods, hospitality or training)

Issues
• You will need to compare the insurer’s premium 

finance options (if any) with your own 
standalone provider and offer the cheapest or 
disclose the fact that you will only offer the most 
expensive

• If you up the APR or your margin then you need 
to tell the customer you are doing this

• If you only have one provider you should tell the 
customer that they could finance the premium 
cheaper elsewhere

• Is what you earn fair and why did you select 
that arrangement and are you taking on 
board cost of living/vulnerability issues?
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3. Product 
Governance

FCA’s beef?
• Products had to be assessed as providing fair 

value by 30 September 2022 and if this was not 
done, they can no longer be sold

• Rules were published on 28 May 2021 (effective 1 
October 2021) and insurers left things far too late 
(thus more work from brokers)

• Generic online statements are not enough and 
you can’t assume all is OK without asking what 
brokers do themselves to impact value

• Massive variations in insurer output and many 
have not done all that was needed

• We are disappointed with the progress made
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Brokers need to…

1. Assess impact of any distribution arrangements 
and whether these provide/enhance fair value

2. Obtain manufacturers value assessments
3. Provided manufacturers with all relevant 

information to enable them to assess whether 
your fees/charges, add-on products, finance 
costs and distribution arrangements impact fair 
value

Scope
• Retail + commercial + pure protection + 

additional products sold alongside (incl 
premium finance)

• Firms to consider the value that a product is 
likely to offer at inception, through the initial 
insured period and at subsequent anticipated 
renewals

• If fair value cannot be demonstrated they need 
to stop marketing and distributing it

• To consider target market, testing and 
distribution channel and legacy products
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Enhancing value
• Value means the relationship between the total 

price to the end customer and the quality of the 
products and services provided by all parties

• A firm must not use a distribution channel unless 
it is able to demonstrate clearly that the channel 
results in fair value

• Certain profit optimisation practices may not 
offer fair value - auto-renewals, use of PF, 
fees/charges (what are these for?), chains, etc

• Intermediaries to include a review of distribution 
arrangements (to incl remuneration 
arrangements) at least every 12 months

(1) the nature of the product including the benefits that will 
be provided, their quality, and any limitations

(2) the type and quality of services
(3) the expected total price to be paid and the elements 

that make up the total price. This will need to include 
consideration of at least the following:
(a) the pricing model used to calculate the risk premium
(b) the overall cost to the firm and any other components of a 

package
(c) the individual elements of the total price including:

(i) the insurance product (including any additional features)
(ii) any additional products (including retail premium finance)
(iii) the distribution arrangements (including the remuneration of any 

relevant person in the distribution arrangements, and including 
where the final decision on setting the price is taken by another 
person)

(4) how the distribution arrangements support, and will not 
adversely affect, the intended value of the product 
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Information to use/share?
1. Customer research (direct engagement with 

customers at sale and claims stage)
2. Claims information (frequency, acceptance 

rates, average payouts, disputed, etc - is the 
policy doing what it should, i.e. paying out?)

3. Public information (social media, etc - is it being 
received well/customers experiences?)

4. Distribution arrangements - remuneration and 
its impact and the levels/quality of service 
provided by any person within the chain

Further…
• Firms to review all products at least every 12 

months (starting 1 October 2021 and more 
frequently if a product has a higher risk of 
generating harm)

• Value assessment to be undertaken to 
include distribution strategy and how this 
influences value (incl remuneration 
awareness for the chain) and distributors to 
have an involvement in this

• Amend distribution process if this results in harm
• Remind that assessment of D&N is continual
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Senior Managers

• A firm’s governing body has ultimate 
responsibility for product governance 
arrangements

• It must ensure that the firm complies
• FCA remind firms that they must have a Senior 

Manager responsible for compliance with the 
regulatory system to incl product governance 
and pricing

• It should be clear which SM has responsibility for 
these areas (check your SoR)
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Must provide on request…
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Little cracker here…
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ONEROUS Issues

• What value do the existing distribution arrangements 
provide to the end customer and what does each 
party in the chain do to enhance value?

• Are such arrangements unnecessarily complex 
which might mean customers are at greater risk of 
not receiving fair value?

• Firms must not use a distribution channel unless it 
results in fair value and regular reviews now needed

• Commercial business is included so this will 
include arrangements with property managing 
agents and persons not regulated under FSMA

In a nutshell
• Joint obligation - insurer and broker
• Agree what roles each party has in the 

manufacturing and/or distribution process
• Understand if what you do adds or detracts from 

the value of the product
• Is there anyone else in the chain and if so

– what do they do?
– how much do they get paid for it?
– is this fair?
– how does any of this add value to the end customer?

• Brokers to incl net rated and what fees/charges 
are for - what extra value do these provide?
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4. Multi-occupancy
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"There is a huge insurance scandal coming down the 
track with what has been going on with managing agents 
and leaseholders. It is absolutely outrageous ; they are 
just ripping people off."

"That is why the issue of control of insurance costs is fast 
becoming a critical battlefield in excessive charges for 
leaseholders, who are forced to pay towards a group 
insurance policy but have no control to, as it were, “go 
compare” which is the best insurance policy to choose."

“…spent £1.6 million in secret insurance commissions…this 
is potentially corruption …excessive costs have been paid 
that run into thousands of millions across the UK."
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Zurich has told leaseholders it is “working to 
reduce the commission paid where premiums 
have significantly increased” but did not have 
permission to disclose information on charges 
and said it continued to operate “within the 
current regulatory environment”

AXA said it had been working with authorities 
to “develop regulation around commission 
within the insurance industry”
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Multi-occupancy

• Leaseholders, despite paying for the insurances were 
not considered as customers

• Commissions rose by 46% and £80m shared
• Fair value not considered - intermediaries (and anyone 

else involved in the distribution) should not adversely 
affect the value of the product

• Does the commission you receive (and the PMA) bear a 
reasonable relationship to the benefits/services provided 
and the costs incurred?  Higher premiums mean more 
commission but what extra is being provided?

• Reforms published 21 April 2023
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• Leaseholders to be defined as customers

• Firms have to act in their best interests

• More information to be provided incl up front 
commission disclosure

• Immediate ban on commission payments to 
PMAs, freeholders, landlords and other third 
parties unless fair value can be evidenced

Proposed changes?
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• GWP went up 56% (review - 3 years 9 months)

• Broker commission up 46%

• Brokers were often unable to articulate what 
insurance related services or benefits of value were 
provided by the parties sharing commission

• Inadequate evidence to show that they deliver fair 
value (due to deficiencies in their product value 
assessment work, shortcomings in their recording and 
analysis of their own costs) and insufficient
scrutiny of the commissions they pay to others

• More work to produce appropriate disclosures to meet 
the information needs if the proposals become rules

What’s been said?
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You should have gained an insight into:

• What is Consumer Duty and core components of this

• Key GI issues
– Premium Finance and Product Governance

– Multi-occupancy insurances

What have we covered?
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Thank you for listening

Questions please

www.branko.org.uk

(0800) 619 6619


